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Abstract

Silicon die surface temperature can be used to monitor the health state of digital and analogue integrated circuits (IC). In the present paper,

four different sensing techniques: scanning thermal microscope, laser reflectometer, laser interferometer and electronic built-in differential

temperature sensors are used to measure the temperature at the surface of the same IC containing heat sources (hot spots) that behave as faulty

digital gates. The goal of the paper is to describe the techniques as well as to present the performances of these sensing methods for the

detection and localisation of hot spots in an IC. q 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd All rights reserved.

Keywords: Thermal testing; Scanning thermal microscopy; Laser reflectometry; Laser interferometry; Built-in temperature sensors; Thermal couplings;

Integrated circuits

1. Introduction

Temperature is a physical magnitude that has been used

as a parametric test observable for integrated circuits (ICs)

in different scenarios: failure analysis [1,13], reliability

prevention [15,16] and detection of structural defects in an

IC. Such defects include structural problems in the

microelectronic circuit [11,18] or in the package structure

[3,5,7]. All these techniques are generically termed thermal

testing techniques.

The feasibility of the different thermal testing procedures

is inherently linked to the existence and performance of

temperature monitoring techniques. The purpose of moni-

toring the temperature is to obtain an image of the thermal

map of its surface. This thermal map can cover the entire

surface or merely a region of it. It can be continuous (with a

given lateral resolution) or discrete (temperature at finite

and specific number of points of the surface: punctual

measurements).

Thermal monitoring techniques can be categorised into

three main groups: optical techniques, mechanical tech-

niques and built-in temperature sensors. Optical methods

are based on measurements of characteristics of light, either

emitted or reflected by the surface of the circuit under test

(CUT). Optical methods can be classified in methods that

require a coating (liquid crystals [2,6,7], microscopic

fluorescence [8,9]) and those which merely take measure-

ments of the sample surface, with no contact requirements

(infrared emission [6,12,14], thermoreflectometers, inter-

ferometers). Mechanical methods include techniques based

on mechanical contact between the sensor and the surface to

be measured. This category includes the atomic force

microscopy, with different tips: thermocouples [10], Pt

resistors. Finally, temperature can be measured with

electronic sensors built-in with the CUT. These sensors

are based on the temperature dependency of the electrical

characteristics of semiconductor devices. The output signal

of built-in temperature sensors can be proportional either to

absolute temperature or to the difference in temperature at

two points on the silicon surface. This leads to the

categorisation of temperature sensors into two groups:

absolute and differential. The electrical output signal of a

sensor can be, respectively, written for the two categories

as:

SignalOut ¼ SAT þ C
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SignalOut ¼ SDðT2 2 T1Þ

where SA is the absolute sensitivity of the absolute

temperature sensor, SD the differential sensitivity of the

differential temperature sensor, C an offset constant that

may be zero and T, T2 and T1 are temperatures at different

points on the silicon surface.

Absolute temperature sensors are used to monitor the

working temperature of the CUT and eventually correct its

operating point if it is working beyond its reliability limit

[15,16]. In Refs. [15,16] forward biased PN junctions are

used as temperature sensors for that purpose. Another

application of absolute temperature sensors is the thermal

testing of packages [3–5]. Examples of CMOS absolute

temperature sensors for thermal testing applications can be

found in Refs. [17,18].

Differential temperature sensors are used to detect

alterations of the thermal map of the silicon due to changes

in the power dissipated by its devices. They are insensitive

to temperature increases that may offset the thermal map of

the silicon surface, e.g. ambient temperature changes or

leakage current increases in CMOS circuits.

The goal of this paper is to present measurements and to

compare performances of four of the temperature monitor-

ing techniques listed above: scanning thermal microscopy,

laser reflectometry (LRT), laser interferometry (LIT) and

electronic built-in differential temperature sensors. We will

compare the different techniques in terms of cost, bandwidth

(if dynamic measurements can be performed), complexity

of the required equipment and applicability (the ability to

take measurements at any point of the IC), hot spot location

ability and capacity to carry out point measurements or full

thermal maps.

An IC sample that has been specially designed to

characterise thermal couplings has been used as a CUT. In

this IC sample, several individually controllable heat

sources (MOS transistors with sizes of (10 mm)/(1.2 mm)

and connected in diode configuration) have been positioned

along with BiCMOS differential temperature sensors. The

technology features two layers of metal and the sample is

coated with oxide and passivation layers. The power supply

voltage ðVddÞ can be increased up to 5 V.

We will evaluate each technique in terms of its ability to

perform three different types of thermal measurements:

1. DC measurements, in which the heat source dissipates a

DC power and the temperature is measured when the

thermal steady state is reached. This technique is

appropriate to perform on-line testing of the integrated

system as a whole and to carry out failure analysis of

quiescent hot spots.

2. AC measurements, in which the heat source dissipates a

periodic power function PðtÞ ¼ PDC þ PAC sinðwtÞ: The

temperature at one point on the silicon surface can be

described by TðtÞ ¼ TDC þ TAC sinðwt þ fÞ: Both TAC

and f can be measured using a lock-in amplifier. These

measurements are used either to characterise thermal

coupling impedance values in the frequency domain or to

diagnose defective circuits.

3. Transient measurements: the waveform of the tempera-

ture at a given point on the surface is obtained when the

heat source dissipates a power pulse of magnitude PMAX

and duration D, with capabilities that are similar to those

mentioned above.

The organisation of this paper is as follows. Sections 2–5

present the main characteristics of the scanning thermal

microscope, laser reflectometer, laser interferometer and the

differential built-in temperature (DBT) sensor, respectively,

as well as the thermal measurements performed with each

equipment. In Section 6, a discussion about the obtained

results is presented and finally, Section 7 provides the

conclusion.

2. Scanning thermal microscope

The scanning thermal microscope (SThM—wTopo-

metrix) is a conventional atomic force microscope (AFM)

mounted with a specific probe. The AFM system allows us

to control the tip position and contact force with the sample.

Monitoring is performed with a feedback loop between the

signals of three x–y–z piezo-electrical ceramics carrying

the tip cantilever and four photodiodes tracking a laser beam

which reflects on the probe. The probe is a Wollaston wire

shaped as a tip and etched to uncover the core platinum wire

(Fig. 1). The Pt wire is used as a thermal resistor: at constant

input current, the tip voltage is measured while scanning the

surface so that the Pt electrical resistance can be estimated at

each point on the sample surface. The AFM is used in

contacting mode therefore thermal equilibrium is achieved

between the probe and the surface. A preliminary

calibration allows us to relate temperature variations to

electrical resistance variations to an accuracy within 10%.

The contact radius of the tip can be estimated to 50 nm [19],

its diameter being 5 mm. A laser beam reflects on the mirror

to detect z-deflections of the cantilever with nanometric

precision, allowing us to extract topographic maps of the IC

surface.

Fig. 2 shows measurements performed with the SThM.

(a) shows a processed topographic image while a

Fig. 1. Schematic of the thermal probe.
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photograph of the same location of the layout is provided in

(b). Comparing (a) and (b) allows us to easily identify and

locate the metal lines and devices (i.e. the MOS transistors

acting as heat sources and a bipolar transistor). (c) and (d)

show AC (magnitude and phase, respectively) temperature

measurements obtained when the heat source is modulated

at a frequency of 123 Hz and the thermal signal is filtered at

the same reference frequency. Although the oxide and

passivation layers placed over the silicon attenuate the

temperature signal, the system sensitivity is sufficient to

detect and locate the hot spot. Similar results have been

obtained in DC measurements. Higher sensitivity is

observed in phase measurements than in amplitude AC or

DC measurements. Note that the metal line, which acts as a

heat spreader, attenuates both the phase and amplitude

signals. The time needed to extract these images is about

2 min. The duration of the scanning per unit area depends on

the resolution. For instance, if the image size is set to:

50 £ 50 mm2 divided into 200 lines and one line being

scanned in 1s, the scanning rate is 16 s/mm2 and the total

scanning time is of course of the order of 3 min.

The SThM set-up affords a high spatial resolution for

heat source tracking. After scanning the zone under interest,

the probe can be positioned to a set of points in order to

improve the averaging and filtering of local measurements.

As example, Fig. 3 reports the spatial dependence of the

phase signal over the heat spot.

The non-symmetrical phase profiles confirm heat spread-

ing by the metal line. At z ¼ 35 mm; equal phase values are

obtained. This z-coordinate corresponds to the intersection

point between both profiles. The fact that equal values are

measured reveals the high accuracy of the method. The

difference between both profiles in the range of lower z

values reflects a difference in the subsurface material

composition.

This information is apparently not accessible through DC

scanning and emphasises the good sensitivity of the method.

3. Laser reflectometer

Thermoreflectance exploits the proportionality between

the variation of a material’s reflection coefficient and the

surface temperature changes of that material. If a laser beam

is focused on a silicon surface and the reflected light is

sensed with a photodiode, variations of the current, I,

generated by changes of the reflection coefficient can be

related to the variations of the temperature, DT, of the area

to which the laser points [20]:

DT ¼ c21 DI

I

The constant c depends on the material and the light

wavelength, and typical values can be found in the relevant

literature. However, when the laser beam reaches the silicon

surface through silicon dioxide and passivation layers, this

coefficient is affected by a scaling factor that can be greater

or smaller than unity, depending on the thickness of these

layers [21]. Usually a calibration stage is needed to obtain

the exact value of c. Results reported in Ref. [22] show the

laser probe to be a fast surface thermometer (DC to

150 MHz) with an excellent lateral resolution (1 mm) and

large dynamics (DT from 102 to 1023 K).

Fig. 4 shows the heat source used for the measurements.

Fig. 4. Heat source used for the laser measurements.

Bipolar transistor

Metal2
Metal1

c) Magnitude
f=123 Hz

d) Phase
f=123 Hz.

a) Topographic z
Effect Shading

b) Photo

100 m

50µm

0µm
0 50µm 100µm 0µm 50µm 100µm

0 m 50 m 100 m

Fig. 2. Topographic and AC temperature measurements.
Fig. 3. Topographical and DC thermal amplitudes images of the hot spot

location (up-left and right respectively). Black and grey lines represent axis

along which the phase profile was acquired as reported in the bottom graph.
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Following the axis of the picture, transient and AC

measurements have been performed. Both results are shown

in the next figures: Fig. 5 shows the amplitude (due to the

passivation layer, the vertical axis is proportional to TAC as

the exact value of c is not known), and phase ðfÞ of the

sinusoidal temperature as a function of the distance from the

heat source for different activating frequencies. In this

example, the diameter of the laser beam is 3 mm, therefore

measurements can be assumed to be punctual. The linear

behaviour of the phase in relation to the distance that is

observed when the heat source is activated with a high

frequency sinusoidal function has been used in Ref. [24] to

locate the heat source with three punctual thermal

measurements.

Fig. 6 shows the shape of the thermal disturbance

generated by the dissipation of a power pulse of 23 mW

during 100 ms. As it can be seen, transient measurements

can detect the activation of a heat source.

Scanning an area of the IC, thermal maps can be

obtained. For instance, Fig. 7 (right) shows a phase map

(60 mm £ 60 mm) obtained for AC measurements. Compar-

ing the phase map with the layout of the scanned area (left)

the activated heat source is easily located. The time needed

to extract the images of Fig. 7 is about 1 h.

4. Laser interferometer

The probe is an homodyne, actively stabilised

Michelson interferometer [22] devoted to microelectronic

applications.

The sensitivity is 10216 m and operation covers from

practically the DC regime to 150 MHz. The measurement

range goes from 10216 to 1023 m. A schematic view of the

probe is presented in Fig. 8. A beam from a He–Ne laser is

split into a reference arm and a probe arm ended,

respectively, by a piezomirror and the sample under test.

The sample is mounted on a computer controlled translation

stage while the mirror can be moved by a piezoactuator

controlled by the feedback loop of the active stabilisation.

The two reflected beams coming out of the interferometer

interfere on a photodiode. The detected interferometric

signal is sent to the active stabilisation. The principle of the

active stabilisation consists of controlling the position of the

piezomirror in order to compensate for the slow phase shifts

between the two interfering beams. In our application it is

possible to record either the interferometric signal induced

in the photodiode or the voltage applied by the output of the

feedback loop to the piezomirror.

Following the axis marked in Fig. 4, transient and AC

measurements have been performed. AC measurements are

shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the distance from the heat

source for different activation frequencies. As in the

previous case, the linear behaviour of the phase as been

used in Ref. [24] to locate the heat source with three

measurements or in Ref. [25] to locate it with goniometric

laser probing. Amplitude measurements show dilatations of

the surface due to variations of temperature. Transient

measurements can also be done. Fig. 10 shows different

thermal expansion signals recorded for five given locations
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Fig. 5. Phase and amplitude reflectometric measurements with periodic

activation of the heat source.
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in Fig. 3 (X ¼ 0; 30, 60, 90 and 120 mm). The diffusion of

heat is responsible for the smoothing of the signal as the

distance to the source increase.

5. Built-in differential temperature sensor

The built-in differential temperature sensor is a variation

of a classical BiCMOS operational transconductance

amplifier (OTA) and its schematic is shown in Fig. 11.

The output voltage of this sensor presents a variation

proportional to the difference of temperature between the

bipolar transistors Q1 and Q2. Its sensitivity depends on its

biasing. For instance, typical simulated analysis provide a

sensitivity of 22.7 V/8C when through M5 flows a current

of 23 mA. Exact value of the sensitivity can be obtained

with a calibration procedure.

The bandwidth of the sensor is given by the high

impedance node Vout:

fC ¼
1

2pRoutCout

As any OTA, both the dynamic (bandwidth, slew-rate) and

static performances (sensitivity, output resistance) depend

on the bias of the circuit. More details about this circuit can

be found in Ref. [23].

Fig. 12 shows the layout of the circuit. There, the

distance between the bipolar transistors that act as a

temperature transducer is 500 mm to ensure that the

activation of a heat source generates a difference of

temperature at the bipolar transistor’s location.

AC, transient and DC measurements have been

performed. Fig. 13 shows AC measurements: amplitude

and phase of the first harmonic of the Vout signal are plotted

as a function of the distance between the activated heat

source and the bipolar transistor Q1 (looking at Fig. 12, the

left side heat sources have been sequentially activated), for

five different activation frequencies. As in Sections 3 and 4,

the phase exhibits a linear behaviour with the distance.

The bode diagram obtained between the power function

dissipated by the heat source and the output voltage of the

sensor is plotted in Fig. 14 for two heat sources, placed at 80

Fig. 7. Phase cartographic map.
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Fig. 8. Interferometric set-up surface displacement.
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Fig. 9. Phase and amplitude interferometric measurements with periodic

activation of the heat source.
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and 100 mm from the bipolar transistor Q1 (580 and 600 mm

from the bipolar transistor Q2) respectively. Note that this

graph shows the effect of two transfer functions connected

in series: the transfer function of the thermal coupling

between the heat source and the bipolar transistors and the

transfer function of the sensor itself.

Fig. 15(a) shows DC temperature measurements. The

plot shows variation in the sensor’s output voltage as a

function of the distance between the active heat source and

the closest bipolar transistor. In that case, the heat sources

were sequentially activated and its power dissipation was

5 mW. The exact location of the heat sources is indicated

with dots. Fig. 15(b) shows transient temperature measure-

ments: the dynamic output voltage variation is plotted when

a heat source placed at 77 mm from Q1 dissipates 23 mW

for four different durations.

6. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the efficiency of an IC thermal testing

methodology, several parameters have to be taken into

account among them: sensitivity, applicability (ability to

perform measures at any location of the IC), cost, bandwidth

capability, complexity of the equipment required to get the

measures, hot spot location ability, required silicon over-

head, visual access capability, lateral resolution, measuring

time, sample process requirements, effect of superficial

layers on the measure, etc.

In terms of sensitivity, the DBT sensors exhibit the

highest sensitivity (0.2 mK) in the sensing point. This

technique is based on the placement of a limited number of

sensors in the CUT, allowing the calculation of temperature

(phase and amplitude) at points around the sensor matrix

data through the heat propagation mechanism laws. The

LRT and LIT techniques present lower sensitivity in the

measuring point but they have the advantage to reach directly

to all the points of interest always inside the scanning area. The

lowest sensitivity (0.05 K) is exhibited by the SThM

technique, compensated in part also by its scanning base.

The three scanning techniques, SThM, LRT and LIT

offer a high applicability and location ability because of its

capability to generate full thermal surface maps of the

accessed area. The topographic abilities of the SThM
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Fig. 10. Transient interferometric measurements.
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VOffP
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Fig. 11. Schematic of the differential built-in temperature sensor.

Table 1

Comparison of the different technique’s performances

SThM LRT LIT DBT

Bandwidth 10 kHz 150 MHz 150 MHz 1 MHz

Area overhead No No No Yes

Sensitivity 0.05 K 1 mK 1 fm 0.2 mK

On line test No No No Yes

Visual access Yes Yes Yes No

Punctual Yes Yes Yes Yes

Topographic Yes No Yes No

Transient measurements Yes Yes Yes Yes

AC measurements Yes Yes Yes Yes

DC measurements Yes No No Yes

Cost $$$ $$ $$ $

2D Maps Yes Yes Yes No

2D Maps procedure Continuous scanning Point by point Point by point None

Laboratory environment Yes Yes Yes No

Affected by superficial layers Yes Yes Yes No

Dynamic range up to 500 8C DT , 102 K Dx , 1023m DT , 2 K

Lateral resolution 50 nm 1 mm 1 mm No
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technique offer easy identification of the heat source, metal

lines and adjacent devices. The resolution of the SThM is

around 50 and 500 nm for both the LRT and LIT. In terms of

applicability the DBT has the lowest level, as the sensors are

placed in the design phase of the circuit (following design

for thermal testing goals). However, this last approach is not

affected by metal, oxide and passivation layers placed over

the silicon (the propagation of heat is made mainly through

substrate with a good thermal coupling with the semicon-

ductor sensors). In the surface scanning techniques, the

measures are somehow or other affected by these layers,

either spreading heat and reducing the sensitivity and

accuracy of measures or modifying the proportionality

constant between the temperature and the sensor’s output

magnitude. It is interesting to note that for LRT and DBT

techniques, phase AC temperature measurements have the

advantage in front of amplitude measurements that do not

need calibration phase.

The complexity of the required equipment is narrowly

related with cost. The three scanning techniques need a

laboratory environment and a direct access to the silicon

surface (therefore, the package has to be removed) and the

three imply costly and complex equipment as well as

technician experience. The cost of the SThM equipment is

much higher than the correspondent to LRT and LIT. In

terms of test procedure cost, the lowest is by far the DBT.

This technique requires a silicon overhead and consequently

implies a manufacturing cost but the equipment remains

cheap (conventional electronic instruments), and is compa-

tible with remote advanced testing access techniques as

JTAG mechanisms. The measurement can be applied both

in the manufacturing phase and in the in-field maintaining

phase with the same requirements and always with the

circuit package.

In relation with the capability to follow and measure

dynamic thermal signals (bandwidth), the fastest techniques

are the LIT and the LRT with possibilities up to 150 MHz.

The DBT bandwidth ranges around 1 MHz. Because of Pt

sensor thermal inertia, SThM is much slower than the other

techniques (10 kHz).

Table 1 presents the above mentioned performance

parameters regarding to the four measuring techniques. In

the table, the rows represent the category or degree of

satisfaction for each characteristic. Depending on the type

of parameters and the data accessibility the table has been

filled with data or qualitative symbols.

7. Conclusion

Thermal testing has been shown useful in the on-line or

DEVICE˚Q1
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BIASING˚DEVICESLeft˚Side˚HEAT˚SOURCES Right˚Side˚HEAT˚SOURCES

Fig. 12. Layout of the differential temperature sensor.
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off-line test of IC’s in presence of intrinsic or extrinsic

defects. Four advanced full or partially automated measur-

ing techniques have been exposed, showing their working

principles and the measuring performance levels.

The selection of the technique used to measure or

diagnose a defective IC has to refer to the set of mentioned

characteristics and the application requirements. The four

techniques appear as strongly complementary, they also

allow high time (150 MHz) and spatial (50 nm) resolutions

and a remarkable sensitivity (1 mK) which are not reached

by conventional IC temperature testing techniques.
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